An exploratory study of older customers’ holistic supermarket shopping experience in China
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This research investigated difficulties and challenges that older customers face in a supermarket environment in China, so as to understand the way in which the supermarket environment and service can improve older customers’ shopping experience. An ethnographic user study, which combines video-based direct observations, in-depth interviews and a cultural probe information gathering pack, has been employed to explore Chinese older customers’ supermarket shopping experience. 30 Chinese senior citizens above 65 years of age and able to undertake their own shopping at least once fortnightly participated this project. Research results show that a shopping experience design should not only concentrate on in-store shopping, but on a holistic shopping experience that includes shopping preparation, journey to store, in store shopping, journey back to home and after shopping at home. This flow and journey needs to be understood and addressed when designing a supermarket service for older customers. The supermarket shopping related issues that older Chinese customers face have been summarised, reported and discussed in the paper.
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Introduction
The population of the world is ageing. The number of people classified as old in the world could rise to over 2 billion by 2050 (ONS, 2013). As the biggest economy in the world, it has been forecast that China will see an increase of 22% in the proportion of people aged 60 years and over, from 13% (185 million) to 35% (487 million) of the total population between 2012 to 2053 and this increase will be the fastest in the world (World Population Ageing Report, 2013).

Because of this substantial global demographic shift, numerous studies have been conducted to improve ageing people’s quality of life from multiple perspectives such as public service, transportation services, health and social care, product and service design, and the pension system (Stewart et al., 2014; Li et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2011). Among these studies, many researchers have highlighted the importance of shopping in older people’s day-to-day life and have discussed older customers’ shopping behaviour and retail needs (Yin et al, 2013; Thompson et al., 2011; Meneely et al., 2009). Several researchers have identified characteristics of older customers’ shopping habits that differentiate them from their younger counterparts, such as decreased price sensitivity, preferences for quality products, a tendency to make joint buying decisions and greater levels of store loyalty (Kohijoki, 2011). These factors play a significant role on their shopping experience and satisfaction. Thus a better understanding of consumer shopping habits and behaviour within and between age cohorts can be used to inform the best types of service provision for the ageing shopper (Angell et al, 2012).

Although the findings from previous research on older shoppers are notable, research gaps still remain. Existing studies have improved the knowledge of older shoppers’ needs, but previous work has mainly focused on America (Lu and Seock, 2008), Australia (Worsley et al., 2011), New Zealand (Goodwin and Mcelwee, 1999), UK (Omar et al, 2014; Yin et al, 2013) and other and European countries (Kohijoki, 2011), whilst research in developing countries, such as China, has been minimal (Liu, 2014). Chinese older customers' shopping habits and behaviours tend to be different compared to customers in the West owing to cultural and other differences, such as fewer Chinese older customers drive to stores, the rituals of morning exercise as well as diverse supermarket formats in China (Maruyama & Wu, 2014). Thus, in order to serve this market effectively, retailers need to develop a good understanding of older Chinese customers’ shopping habits, unmet needs and requirements for supermarket service. Therefore, this research aimed to investigate what challenges and difficulties that elderly Chinese consumers currently face during their supermarket shopping process, and how to improve supermarket service and environment from a design viewpoint.

Literature review

Older people in China
In China, the challenge of population ageing is an emergent area of concern with significant implications as the country enters a period referred to by some as ‘super ageing’ (Liu, 2014). This has raised several challenges for the Chinese government. For instance, the cost of home and social care for this demographic group and public services that support their living independence has increased dramatically in the past decade (Sun
et al, 2014). Researchers have also noted that ageing encompasses social changes that lead the elderly to have different requirements and preferences to public services in their day-to-day life (Park & Farr, 2007). For instance, older people need to be more independent and rely more on public services compared to previous generations due to changes in family structure and domestic migration in China (Flaberty et al., 2007; Biao, 2006). As a result, based on the 2010 Chinese Census, Liu et al. (2015) have highlighted that the number of ‘left-behind’ elderly has been increasing; 31.8% of older people do not live in families and within that 15.4% live with a spouse and 16.4% live alone. Consequently, these older people cannot rely on traditional family care any more, having to take care of themselves and be more independent. Much research has emphasised the importance of supermarket shopping in older people’s life (Omar et al., 2014). It not only contributes to health and wellbeing, but also determines the older peoples’ sense of independence that has been considered to be mentally important to consumers as they become older (Brennan & Ritch, 2010). As most of the existing literature on older shoppers is focused on Western countries, it is necessary to explore and understand older Chinese customers’ supermarket shopping experience and their unmet needs towards supermarket service. In this study, therefore, the older customers have been identified as Chinese customers who are aged over 65 years old.

Retail environment in China
Retail formats in China can be categorized into two groups, traditional retail format and modern retail format. The former includes wet market, traditional grocery stores and specialty food stores (e.g. butchers, staple food stores and general stores), and the latter includes, convenience chains, small stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets (Maruyama & Wu, 2014). Some researchers have highlighted that although traditional markets such as wet markets are perceived as offering superior freshness, low price and the chance to barter and bargain, the traditional markets are usually untidy and less organized, with weak regulations and poor food safety which is often a major concern for consumers (Gorton et al., 2011). In contrast, modern format stores are often better managed and under government regulation so product safety is more likely to be guaranteed (Goldman et al., 1999). Thus, despite traditional markets/stores providing unique value to customers in China, more and more older Chinese customers prefer to conduct their shopping in modern supermarket stores (Cui & Liu, 2000). Thus, this study focused on an exploration of older customers’ supermarket shopping experience.

Supermarket shopping related issues that older customers face
Much of the research into this area has taken place within the western context and investigation within China has been minimal (Liu, 2014). Based on current knowledge, older people’s shopping experience is directly influenced by supermarket design. For instance, layout, lighting, product information, shopping facilities, accessibility, location, temperature, service, smell and ambience all play an important role in the shopping experience (Woodliffe, 2007). Despite recognizing the importance of this customer segment, previous research indicates that most retailers fail to provide this group with a satisfying shopping experience (Brown et al., 2008). In the light of this shortfall, recent research by Yin et al (2013) indicate that important shopping related factors can be classified within six categories: trolleys and baskets, store layout and aisles, shelves and
freezer, product related issues, customer service and checkout. For example, studies by Goodwin and McElwee (1999) also revealed that short queues, access to discounts, good customer service and easy parking were important factors for them.

Methodology
In order to investigate the supermarket shopping related difficulties and challenges that older consumers face in China, an ethnographic user study approach that includes video-based direct observation, in-depth interviews and a cultural probes information gathering pack were employed. This methodology was chosen, as it would support the researchers in studying people’s behaviour within a natural setting over a relatively long period of time. It also represents a dynamic picture of the lifestyle of the targeted elderly consumer group (Burns, 2000). The key feature of an ethnographic study is its capacity to view a phenomenon through the eyes of the user so as to discover the user’s needs (Hughes et al., 2004). Thus, it is very useful in designing service to satisfy the end-user, the elderly consumer in this case.

1) A video-based direct observation method was chosen because it supports the researchers in discovering and discussing the real, indisputable actions of the elderly consumer’s shopping behaviour as they occur (Berg & Lune, 2012). It helps the researchers to capture and fix ‘reality’ contextually.

2) An in-depth interview approach was also chosen because it offers a great opportunity for the researcher to understand individuals more deeply and to open up new dimensions of the problem and secure vivid, rich information that is based on personal experiences (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002). It supported the researchers in understanding older customers’ emotional feeling, satisfaction and thought processes during their shopping process. During the interview process, the shopping video was used as a supportive reminder for the participants in recalling their shopping experience when it was necessary. Combining direct observations and in-depth interviews allowed the researchers to not only capture older shoppers’ natural shopping behaviours but also understand the reasons behind their behaviour.

3) Cultural probes are tools for collecting (usually qualitative) data. Also known as ‘diary studies’, or ‘design probes’ in design research, cultural probes are helpful for collecting data about people’s everyday lives over a significant time period and when the researcher cannot be present. This method has been used widely in user-centred design research, and has potential for use in social science too (Gaver, B. Dunne, T. & Pacenti, 1999; Mattelmaki, 2006). In this study, a cultural probes box, that includes instruction book, diary, shopping experience evaluation cards and some post-it, has been applied to explore the shopping experience from the participant’s viewpoint.

- Instruction book: how to use the box for data collection
- Diary: to explore impact of shopping in people’s day-to-day life
- Supermarket evaluation cards: to examine participants’ shopping experience
- Post-it: for extra notes

The sample size for the ethnographic study is normally smaller and can be varied based on research objectives and practical factors. Many researchers have suggested that often only a relatively small sample is needed for an ethnographic study. This can be between 5
to 30 participants (Bernard, 2002; Brown & McCormack; 2005). For this study, participants had to be above 65 years old and able to undertake their own food shopping at least once fortnightly. This ensured that they were mentally and physically capable of completing the research experiment. Participant recruitment information was disseminated through local ageing related groups, such as elderly clubs and elderly dancing groups. In total, there were 30 participants in the user study. Nanjing, Qingdao and Chongqing were selected as research regions for the user study because they have a comparatively high proportion of people aged 65 and over in China (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2011). 10 participants from each of the three research regions were invited.

The user study was designed to last six weeks in order to balance richness of data collection and feasibility/availability of participants’ engagement. After older shoppers agreed to participate the user study, the researchers gave them a cultural probes box and gave an explanation on how to use items in the box to record their shopping experience. The participants were required to complete at least 4 diaries per week to record their daily activities that included both shopping related and non-shopping related events. With the intention of collecting a balanced feedback that covered most components of a supermarket service, shopping evaluation cards were designed with six weekly-based focuses, probing areas such as: Layout, baskets and trolleys; Shelving and product display; Products and promotions; Comfort and services; Customer service; and Checkouts. Under each of the six focuses, there were three shopping evaluation cards: List It, Dream It and Rank It.

- List it: to list issues of supermarket service and design
- Dream it: to describe how supermarket service and design can be improved
- Rank it: to score the current supermarket service with 1-5 starts

During the 6-week user study period, apart from the cultural probes pack, the researchers visited the participants twice for shopping observations and in-depth interviews. The participants were asked to conduct their shopping in a natural way and they were observed from a distance. A small size video recorder was used for data collection to reduce the level of unavoidable disturbing of video recording to participants’ shopping process. Immediately after shopping observations, the participants were interviewed to elicit their feelings and satisfaction levels. The interviews were conducted at a quiet and safe space such as the participant’s house, store office or a quiet coffee area. The interview was based on the participant’s shopping journey and experiences within the supermarket, without any set sequence of discussion. All conversations were based on the participant’s shopping experience. The observations took between 30 minutes to 1.5 hours and the interviews were between 45 minutes to 2 hours. In some instances, some participants were only visited once due to unexpected issues such as illness. Overall, the results from the user study data collection were based on 42 store visits.

**Data analysis**

Content analysis was selected as an analytical method for this project because it emphasises natural and empirical content rather than interpretative arguments. It has been seen as one of the most objective methods for the study of consumer behaviour and culture (Seale, 2004). The principal strength of this approach lies in the clear and
systematic study of qualitative content as a basis for analysis and interpretation. This methodology helps to bring out some of the subtler nuances of the older customers’ shopping behaviour that cannot be captured easily such as personal values and physical discomforts. According to Blaxter et al. (2001), the process of analysing data involves reducing the size and scope of information, translating this into a more useful form for the study. This was achieved through coding where the data was simplified, standardised and reduced into groups. Selection was then used to identify significant clusters to illustrate key points emerging from the research (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

**Key Findings**

**Participants’ background**
Among the 30 older customer participants, there were 13 males and 17 females. 20% (N=30) of the participants aged between 65-69 years old, 46%(N=30) aged between 70-74 years old and 33%(N=30) aged over 85 years old. 27 of the participants have self-reported as very good and good with regards to their health in general, 13 of them selected fair to represent their health situation. 4 of the participants live alone and the rest of them live with either spouse, Children or together. Most of them (73%, N=30) do grocery shopping between 2-6 times per week. Their average weekly spending on grocery shopping are evenly distributed, 30% (N=30) of the participants spent less than £20 on grocery shopping per week, 23% (N=30) of them spent between £21 to £49 and 27% (N=30) of them spent between £50 to £99.

**Reasons to shop at supermarkets**
The 30 participants in this study indicated that they normally do their grocery shopping at supermarkets and open markets stores. 20 of the participants highlighted supermarkets stores are their main grocery shopping venue as they believe that supermarkets provide a better shopping environment, good quality of food in terms of freshness and safety, a wide range of product selection, easy access by walking or public transportation service, good promotion deals and loyalty card service for saving money. For example, some participants indicated that, for certain types of foods such as milk, cooking oil, rice and meat, they only purchase them from supermarkets due to food safety concerns. They believe that supermarkets have a stricter product check policy than open market sellers and local stores, so they have a higher level of trust with foods from supermarkets. Many of them highlighted the fact that although prices are still important to them, they prefer to pay more for high quality foods, which are more important to their health and well-being. Many of the participants appreciate benefits of their store loyalty cards that help them to save a good amount of money on grocery shopping than other types of retail formats. 10 participants who have supermarkets as their second tier shopping venue explained that as food prices at supermarkets are higher than the open market they prefer to shop more at open market. In addition, they think they can get fresher vegetables from morning open markets at a cheaper price. The results show the current older generation has inherited a good habit of thrift from the previous generations. However, they are more concerned about the health and safety issues regarding foods. This finding shows that the current food safety issues in China due to illegal food additives and contamination with environmental hazards have influenced older customers’ confidence of foods quality.
from open markets and local stores (Lam et al., 2013). It also reflects that the current older generation has greater purchasing power and is less likely to shop at discount retailers in the future, especially as they prefer a ‘high quality product and pleasant shopping environment’ (Hare, 2003). Food safety has been rarely discussed older customers’ supermarket shopping experience in the western context in the last decade. This may be because trust in the food safety of supermarkets has been established over a long period of time, making it less of a research area to consider. Schutz and Bruhn (1999) stated that 86% (n=592) customers are either completely or somewhat confident about the safety of food from supermarket. However, food safety is reported to an important concern in Asia, in countries such as Vietnam and Malaysia (Wertheim-Heck & Spaargaren, 2015; Siow & Sani, 2011).

**Preparation for shopping**

In order to have a smoother shopping experience, older customers normally take several assistive items with them to stores. For example, some participants indicated reading glasses are very important for their shopping as it would be very difficult for them to read labelling and product information without it. Other items have been mentioned include shopping list, shopping bags, foldable shopping trolley with wheels, mobile phone, keys, cash/wallet, travel card, store loyalty cards, shopping cards/gift cards and medicine for emergency use. Bad weather could change people’s shopping plans. One participant mentioned that ‘If the weather is not good, and it is raining, I will not continue with my plan to shop’. Almost half of them do not plan for shopping. This could be because they normally visit supermarkets several times during the week, so a planned large shopping visit is unnecessary. However, in the western context, Meneely et al. (2009) indicated that more than 70% (n=791) older customers plan their shopping a week ahead. Many of the participants mentioned that they go to supermarket not only for shopping but also to exercise, by walking there and by walking around the store. Most older customers take shopping as one of the most important social activities in the west (Smith & Sparks, 2000), but, very few of them view shopping as a physical exercise. 10 of the participants said they do prepare a shopping list before they go shopping due to their memory problems. Most of them prefer to have fresh food rather than keep foods for too long. One participant said, ‘we normally buy foods based on the next day meal plans. I would not keep the food for too long, as it may turn bad quickly’. Budget has also been indicated as a part of shopping preparation. Participants indicated that they would only take a certain amount of money they need for shopping as they worry that they may lose the money. One participant said ‘I know what I need to buy, I usually take £10 or £20 with me for the shopping’. Comparing with the western older customers, Chinese older shoppers prefer to use cash or gift cards for payment and very few of them use credit cards at the checkout counter.

**Journey between home and store**

40% (N=30) of the participants go to supermarket mainly by walking, 40% (N=30) of them mainly by buses, and the rest mainly cycle to shop. Due to mobility and health issues, public transportation is one of the key elements older customer consider when selecting shopping stores. Many participants mentioned that they prefer to shop with supermarkets that are close to bus stations rather than the nearest store. Some participants felt that
buses are safer than walking or cycling and they can have a rest on the bus on during the journey. Some complained about the traffic light system that does not offer enough time for older people to cross the road. Furthermore, public bus service is free or cheaper for people aged over 60 years old depends on regions in China, this encourages older shoppers to take buses for shopping. Some other participants indicated they prefer walking to store, as this is a good way of exercise. One participant said ‘It takes me around one hour to walk to the store that I normally go to. My children suggested that I take the bus, but I think this is good to my health’. Participants who selected cycling think riding a bike is very convenient and helpful for this shopping journey. However, it is not easy to ride a bicycle with all shopping items on the way back home. Thus, some participants indicated that they would hang the shopping bags on the bicycle and then push it on the journey back. Store accessibility has been discussed within the western context. In Hare et al’s (1999) study, they found that the majority of their older participants who responded to store accessibility questions indicated negative experiences with transport and support. All the 30 participants in this particular study do not drive for shopping as they don’t know how to drive or have no access to a car in the household. However, in the western context, most of the older people drive for shopping, including people aged over 80 years old. For example, Meneely et al (2009) claimed that 29% (n=143) of their 80+ years old participants drive to a store for shopping.

In-store shopping
Issues of in-store shopping focus on trolley, basket, shelf and layout, promotion, customer service and checkout. For example, the participants complained that trolleys were hard to control, too big and too deep. They suggested that it would be better if a smaller sized and better-designed trolley could be provided. Many of the participants think that a shopping basket is too heavy to carry around the store and they prefer a basket with wheels and handle. Regarding shelf and layout, many participants complained about the difficulties in finding products due to poor navigation signage design, picking up products from the top and bottom levels of shelf, products and labels on shelf are not consistent, labels were too small to read and product display that kept changing. One participant said that ‘the shelf is too high, around 2 meters. It is impossible for me to pick up items form the top shelf’. Other older shoppers suggested that ‘heavy products such as cooking oil should be allocated on easy access shelf’. Participants also suggested using colour coding for store layout. Regarding promotions, many of the participants felt that prices for promoted products were confused, dates for promotion period was not clear and the quality of the promoted product might not good. Also, some participants indicated promoted products were always in a big package that was too large and too heavy for older people. Feedback to customer service was mainly focused on over-selling by sale assistants, lack of staff on the floor, impatience when answering an older customer’s questions and indifferent staff who ignored older people’s needs. They also felt that a shuttle bus can be improved to extend its service catchment area so older people can gain benefit this service. Participants further explained that some brands hired sale assistants to promote their products in store. These sale assistant always over-sell products and do not care if the product is right for older customers according to their needs. Issues with checkout include long queues, narrow checkout aisles, lack of staff at checkout, lack of friendliness at the checkout (no smiles) and no packing service. Many in-store shopping related issues that
arose within this study have also been reported from existing studies, for example, difficulties of using trolleys, shelf is too high or too low and package related problems (Omar et al., 2014; Angell et al., 2012; Kohijoki, 2011). This could be a result of human factors and physical limitations and less to do with cultural differences.

After shopping at home
Most of the participant expressed tiredness once they arrived home from shopping. Thus, many of them suggested that a supermarket should provide a ‘deliver to home’ service for older people. During the unpacking process, some of the participants put all shopping items into the right places such as the storage cupboard and fridge in one go; some other participants normally put all foods in the kitchen first for cooking and then allocate the rest of shopping items to the right places after cooking. After unpacking, many of participants reused plastic shopping bags as bin bags.

Suggestions to improve supermarket service
Based on the cultural probes ‘Dream it’ cards, many suggestions for improving supermarket service for older customers have been given. Some participants indicated that the current trolley design was not very user friendly to people with different heights. Tall people find it difficult to push the trolley, whereas short people feel that the trolley is too deep for reaching items on the bottom. They proposed that a trolley should have adjustable height that would satisfy different types of customers. One participant highlighted the safety issues of leaving personal items within a trolley. She said ‘I would not leave my bag in the shopping trolley as my wallet was in my bag’. She recommended that a personal locker should be designed on a trolley. Another trolley related comment suggested the addition of a brake on the trolley so customers could stop a trolley effectively and easily when they needed to. Some other participants commented that on the wheelie/pull-along shopping basket, the handle was too thin and uncomfortable for holding. It would be better to have a wider designed holding position on the handle. For store layout design, some participants suggested that the fresh food zone should be close to a store entrance and navigation signage should be clearer. One participant suggested that the supermarket should redesign its layout based on a customer’s purchasing power and another advised that they should provide a special zone for older people similar as the current baby zone in the store. For multi-floors store, older customers would like to have grocery products on the ground floor so they do not have to go the different floors for shopping. For customer service, many participants have suggested staff training is essential for supermarket customer service quality. Supermarkets also should provide a reward system to acknowledge and encourage well-preformed staff so as to improve customer service quality.

Conclusions
This study explored Chinese older customers’ holistic supermarket shopping experience that include home preparation, travel to store, in-store shopping, travel back to home and after shopping at home. Some of the identified shopping issues have been reported in western-based literatures. For instance, trolleys can be difficult to use (Angell et al., 2012) but carrying baskets has been found to cause most difficulty when shopping (Leighton & Seaman, 1997), Hare et al. (1999) indicated that wider aisles are important to older
customers and Meneely et al. (2009) highlighted that older customers felt disadvantaged with multi-purchase promotions. However, most of the existing studies only focused on in-store shopping experience. Based on results from this research, it is clear that older customers’ shopping experience is not only related to in-store shopping but also the other parts of their shopping journey. A lack of preparation might cause a difficulty in shopping at a store, such as forgotten reading glasses. Bad weather may stop older peoples’ shopping plans and the public transport service may help the older customers to decide which store to visit. Therefore, retailers need to consider older customers’ holistic shopping journey so as to explore their unmet needs and then improve supermarket service to Chinese older customers accordingly, whose needs and wants differ from the normal supermarket shopping experience in the west, where many older shoppers will have access to cars. The study highlights many important aspects for designing the supermarkets of the future, when many of the shoppers are likely to be older than the normal population in China.
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